
Building interiors and walls endure a lot. Foot traffic, scuffing and bumping, staining, regular 

cleaning, and more — we want our interiors to look great while standing up to the demands of daily 

life. Tedlar® PVF film offers unparalleled lasting protective performance for wallcoverings, so your 

product can stand out from the rest.

Wallcoverings laminated with Tedlar® are:

Applications include:

Stain resistant,  

wiping clean easily

Building and  

Construction

Environmentally  

friendly, with low gas/ 

volatile permeability

Aircraft Interiors

Chemical resistant,  

standing up to even  

harsh cleaning agents

Signage and  

Graphics

Highly durable,  

with excellent scrub  

and impact resistance

Auto / Train

Mold and mildew  

resistant, performing  

in moist environments

Solar Panel

Wallcoverings

Smoke and fire  

resistant, for safer  

building certifications

Tedlar® PVF film is used all over the world to provide protection, cleanability,  
durability, and chemical resistance — maintaining a brand-new look for decades,  
even in demanding environments.

Achieve Best-In-Class 
Wallcoverings with Tedlar®

Visit tedlar.com to order samples and read success stories from companies around the world. 

Learn more about how Tedlar® PVF film can help you deliver the best interior solution on the market.

Differentiate your  
Wallcovering with Tedlar:

Proven  
performance  
for 60+ years

Tested against  
30+ stains

Gives Type III Wall  
Protection to a Type II 

Wallcovering

Unmatched  
combination of 
aesthetics and 
performance



Wallcoverings require different performance attributes depending on where  
they are used, but basic demands remain the same: A beautiful interior that  
can withstand the demands of daily use.

Tedlar® performs for residential applications by protecting homeowners’ investment in their living spaces. Life can  
be messy, but their walls won’t be with the stain resistant, scrubbable, impact resistant performance of Tedlar®.

Tedlar® adds value for commercial spaces by ensuring a space is highly cleanable and can stand up to requirements 
without losing its brand-new appearance. 

• Healthcare spaces can be cleaned as frequently as needed, with  
harsh chemicals, without damaging or fading the wallcovering. 

• Hotels and restaurants can ensure stain and impact resistance,  
for excellent aesthetics and performance in high-traffic areas. 

• Schools and daycares can ensure safety and cleanliness  
over time, reducing the need to replace materials. 

• Designers and architects can achieve safer and more  
environmentally friendly buildings, with reduced VOC  
emissions, fire resistance, and mold and mildew resistance.  

• •

• •

Homes Healthcare Chain Restaurants

Hotels Classrooms

Real Tedlar® installation

Graphic Wall PrintsReal Tedlar® installation

Visit tedlar.com to order samples and read success stories from companies around the world. 

Learn more about how Tedlar® PVF film can help you deliver the best interior solution on the market. 
 
Contact us for technical information and support.

For the latest in protection innovation, follow us across platforms at DuPont™ Tedlar® Form No. 001-20763 HMC0222

Follow Us


